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SUMMARY

Severa1 prev-i-ous investigators including
I,1ïSHTAI< (1.964)

SUTHERLAND (1966)

'

and BARACOS (1961) have shctnrn that slope stabilíty

analyses in the Vlinni.peg area, using laboratory test results for
the l{inniFeg ctays, r^¡ill substantially overestimate the factor of
safety. The majority of the slope failures occur in the stratum

of highly plastic lacustrine clay of glacial Lake Agassi z v¡hich
varies in thickness from 35.0 to 55.0 feet and overlies glacial
tiI1 or limestone bedrock' The clalz is noticeably varved'
Consideration is given to varicus n.ethods of both total and
effective stress analysis and aifferent sets of shear strength
parameters as cleter:mined by triaxial and clirect shear tests' All
analyses are appliecl to the best documented case history which is
the P.F.R.A.. test pit constructed for the Greater I{innipeg F'ed
'

River

Floodv.raY

usj-nE conventional shear sLrength paranreters as cetermined
conventional triaxial tests, all metho'Cs of total and effectíve

by
stress analysis substantially overestirnate the factor of safety.
Bishqp's method of analysis used with various sets of peak shear
strenEth pararneters cletermineci hy triaxial tests and direct shear
tests v¡ith the failure plane perpendicufar to the varves also
substantially overestimates the factor of safety. Residual shear
strenEth ¡:arameters sub,stantially underestimate the factor of
safety. peak shear strength parameters determined b1t direct shear
tests with the failure plane paralIel to the varves used in ccnjunction v¡ith Bishoprs l.lethcd of Analysis procluced sa.fetlz factors cf
l. 09 anci L.2C .
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ÏI{TRODUCTION

The slope stability

problem as it exists in Winnipeg

has several facets that'have not been explained by previous

investigators.

suTItERLAt{D (1961)

1,

MïSï]TAK (Lg64)

, and
BARACOS (1961) have all investigatecl the problem lo some
extent and have noted the inadequacies of design procedures
based on laboratory test results. The problem of slope
stability is of major proportions in tr{innipeg as the city is
situated at the confluence of the Red and Assiniboine Rivers.
Approximatellz fifty miles of river banks varying in height
up to f if ty f eet, exist in the l.letropolitan l^Iinnipeg area
alone, Therefore a realistic and reliable method for investigating the stability of these slopes, as weÌl as excavations
that occur in the area, would be very useful to the local
soils engineers.
The soil profile in the Winnipeg area and the Red River
Valley in general is fairly consistent. The area is overlain
by six to trvelve inches of topsoil and up to ten feet of
cÌayey silts and silty cla1,s. Under these relatively recent
deposits are the highly plastic, lacustrine clays of glacial
r rtems indicated thus, SUTHERLAND (1966) , refer to the
corresponding entries arranged alphabetically, in the Appendix
A - References.

-zLake Agassiz. These clays ext,end down to a depth of between

feet depending on the depth to
limestone bedrock in the area. Between the bedrock and the
lacustrine clays ís a stratum of very \,,/et, ungraded, grave1
or clay tiIl v¡hich may or may not be cemented. This layer
of titl varies in thickness from zero to sixteen feet.
Of prime interest are the glacio-lacustrine clays as
this is the stratum in whích almost a1l slope failures occur.
The clay deposit itself can be broken down into a brown upper
Iayer, âD intermediary layer of brown and blue-grey mixed clays
and finally a layer of blue-grey clay. The intermediate mixed
layer is often not discernible and in most cases can be neglect,ed.
As would be expected rvith glacio-lacustrine deposits, the clays
are noticeably varved. The varves in the brown clay layer are
very noticeable v¡hile those in the blue-grey are not as
discernibl-e but nevertheless exist. In the section dealing with
laboratory investigations, a major point will be to discover if
the peak shear strength on a failure pl-ane parallel to the varves
is the same as on a failure plane perpendicular to the varves.
thirty-five

and fifty-five

PREVIOUS INVESTTg\TIONS

The most common method of analysis that is currently being

ft entails substantial
modification of laboratory test values in order'for the analysis
to be compatible with observed failures. BARACOS (1961) and
SUTHERLAND (1966) both recommended that, an undrained shear
used is a total stress analysis.

3strength of approximately five hundred'n.". f .2 b. used in
conjunetion with a total stress analysis to give reliable safety
factors. The actual undrained shear strength has been measured
by several investigators and found to Iie between one thousand
p.s.f. and one thousand two hundred p.s.f. Obviously, if
the laboratory test results vrere used, safety factors would be
grossly overestimated.. Both SUTHERLAND (f900) and BARACOS (1961)
have made attempts to explain this anomaly, but all proposals
have remained strictly postulatory.
BJERRLET

and KJAERNSLI (fgS6) published evidence that very

unreliable safety factors are obtained when it is att,empted to
apply total stress analysis to long term failures in cuts and
natural slopes. For this reason alone it is imperative that
effective stress analysis be applied. to the problem. A
weII documented case history of a failed slope analyzed on the
basis of effective stress was that performed by the llater Control
and Conservation Braneh of the Province of lvlanitoba in conjunction
with the Prai-rie Farm Rehabilitation Ad.minÍstration. The location
was a specially designed and constructed test pit at the site of
the Greater lVinnipeg Red River Floodway. After failure, both
total and effective stress analyses produced safety factors on
the unsafe side. Although the safety factor of the test slope
was obvj-ously one, effective stress analysis produced safety

2 att abreviations are listed. in the List of Symbols and
Abreviations at the beginning of the report.

4,factors ranging from 1.28 to 2.O8. The variation in resul-ts r^¡as
caused by variations in the assumptj-ons for shear strength parameters
and pore pressure measurements. i{orking backwards, i.e. , ass.uming
a safety factor of one, John l"lishtak of W.C.C.B. was unable to
come up with a combination of measured shear strengths and pore
pressures that would give the desired result. fhe total stress
analysJ-s gave safety.factors of approximately two.
In short, the extent of previous investigations can be
summed up by Sutherland's three conclusions in his report to the
River and Streams Control Authority of ilinnipeg. (SIJ"THEB.L,AND 1965)
I. The / = 0 mettrod of analysis substantially overestimates the
stability of slopes when applied to both the "end of construction"
condition and the long term stability condition.
¿- A check on the effective strees mett¡ocl had only been possible
j-n one case, vj-z. the end of construction condition in the
Floodway test. This method also overestj-mated the factor of
safety. There has been no check ån the effective stress method
in long term stability problems.
?
Both methods of analysis imply that the shear strength of the
clay at failure is substantially less than the shear strengths
obtained by laboratory tests on undisturbed samples. This
Ioss of strength applies to the short term (end of construction)
and to the long term stability cases
':

SCOPE OF THE THESÏS

If. the geometric cross section and the safety factor of

a

3

slope are known, the remaining three variables in a slope
stability analysis are:
1. method of analysis

2. shear strength Parameters
3. groundwater conditions
Groundwater cond.itions have a verY definite effect on safety
factors calculated with an effectj-ve stress analysis. Generally,
pore pressures are very difficult to predict, but instrumentation
has no!ü progressed to the point where they can be measured with
reasonable accuracy. For the purpose of this thesisr porê
pressure cond.itions are fixed since ttrey Ïtave been measured for
the slopes that will be analYzed'.
fhe solution to the local problem then must lie in ttre
method of analysis and tl.e choice of shear strength parameters.
Enough previous work has been done to j-ndicate the advantages of
an effective stress analysis employing a reduced shear strength
va1ue. The objectives of this thesis, thefl,are t]¡e follov,ring:

I.

To evaluate the shear strength parameters of the -i,^Jinnipeg
clays employing various laboratory techniques and failure

criteria.
2. To analyze the existing case history of a failed slope using
conventional shear strength parameters and different methods
of analysis. The only well documented local case history
available is the previously mentioned Floodwalz Test Pit and wiIl
therefore be used for aII analyses. This is an "end of

6

construction" case so that both total and effective stress
analyses will apply
3. To analyze the Flooclwal, Test Pit failure using different sets
of shear strength parameters determined by the lalooratory
investigation

7CITAPTER

ÏÏ

REVIBVü OF SHEAR STRENGTH C}TARACTERTSTICS

OF OVERCONSOLIDATED CI,AYS
COMPONET{TS

OF SHEAR

TIVoRSLEV

STRENGTH

(fgOO) proposed that the shear strength of a

saturated clay could be represented by the following elqpression:
T'+=Ì++Co+Cetîl-¿:

z'r. = shear strength at fai-Iure,

where,

cP

effective friction component,
ultimate cohesion component,

cR

rTreological component,

Tç

Jd = SUrfaCe energy componentThis relationship may be represented on a constant void. ratio
diagram as shown in FÍgure l.
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Components of shear strength at constant void ratio

-8Tê, is a function of the
effective stress s-+ . If the cohesion and rheological components
are constant and. the surface energy correction is applied, a
straight shear strengttr line at an inclination, d , is obtained.
The ang1e, ë' ,
Ttris 1s the effective angle of internal friction.
depends on composítion and orientation of clay minerals, is
independent of void ratio, and is assumed to be ináependent of
Tt¡e effective frietion

eomponenL,

time or rate of deformation.
The surface energly component is the result of addiLion or
expenditure of energy due to a volume change. In a direçt shear
test this component may be calculated from the expression:

rr= ú . de/áx
¿, = change in thickness during time interval, dt,

v¡here,

at failure,
àr- = Iateral displacement during the same time interval,
i, = effective normal stress at failure,
T¿ = surface energy component of shear strength
ll:he correcÈion factor, T¿ , is positive for highly overconsolidated
èlays where swelling takes place. Effect of the correction is
I

to slightty increase +'.
The ultimate eohesinn and rheological components are constant
when: (I) the void ratio or water content of saturated clays is
constant, (2) the rate of d.eformation or test duration is constant,
(3) there is no sÍ.gnificant difference in the geometric structure
of ttre clays. Ttre two components combine to f orm ttre ef f ective
Cotresion, c' . TT¡e ultj-mate cohesionrcp,is usually a constant" but

-9
.*, decreases luith time" The ultimate
cohesion component, cp , is however, affected by the constituents
and structure of the clay.
Later work by BORO'I'üCI{A ( f963 ) attempts to s}row that the

the rheological

component,,

effective cohesion caused by overconsolidatíon should be considered
as a variable in the shear strength equation. This is consistent
with HVORSLEV (f960) as one of his conditions for a constant
coheslon value is a unique clay structúre. Boror^¡icl<a' s variable
cohesion value is based on a rearrangement of the clay domains
which j-s a change in structure.
FAIIJURE MECI{;\NTSM OF AN OVERCONSOLTDATED' SATURi\TED CLJ\Y

A typical stress-strain eurve for a lriinnipeg clay is as
shov¡n in Figure 2. Ttris type of curve which includes strength
at large strains can best be determined from a direct shear test

or

some

tlpe of ring strear apparatus.

<.r,

U''

trj

F
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G
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DISPLACEMENT

Figure

2.

TypÍca1 stress-strain curve for a I'li-nnipeg clay

t0

AII discussj-on will be based on the assumption of a
constant rate of strain. In a drained test, ttre effeetive
sÏ¡ear strength is measured directly while in an undrained
test the pore pressure must be measured and subtracted from
ttre total stress. Consider a drained' direct shear test'
Peak strength is developed quíte quicì<Iy. The effectj-ve
cohesion value comes into effect almost immediately. The
effective friction component is also developed quite rapidly
needing only a small displacement tointerlock the grains and
The friction cornponent can only be changed
provj-de fuII friction.
by a change in effective normal stress. In a direct shear test'
the normal load is constant but effective normal pressure is

,

,

stight.Iy increased due to a decrease in area.
For a lightly overeonsolidated c]a1r, Lhe surface energ"y
component is usually small but increases with the length of
duration of tl-e test. Its relative magnitude depends on the
ratio of vertÍcal consolidation to horizontal displacement and
magnitude of v,
This increase is usually quite small-.
BOROIfIChZA, ( rgog ) and SKEMPTON (tgø+) put forth the idea
that for a large numberof clays, domains for,m in which the flal'.ey
clay particles are oriented. in the dj-rection of shear. GOLDSTEIN
(196I) presented evidence that these domains begin to form at
relatively smatl strains. fhis lr¡ouId have the result of gradually
decreasing the effective cohesion until the strueture v¡as completely
component was z'eto. fhis phenomenon
d.estroyed and the
.cohesion
êlong with an increase in v¡ater content along the planeof failure,

1I

results in a decrease of shear strength from the peak to the
residual va1ue.
If the normal load is held constant a small change in
normal stress will occur due to a reduction i-n area- This increase
in normal stress will cause an increase in effective frictior!, 7'+,
and a corresponding increase in surface energy. Therefore, the
resj-dual strength wiIl remain approximately constant since the
effective cohesion j-s nohr zero and the negative surface energy
component offsets the posltive change in effective friction.
IN LAtsORATORY RESTTLTS
(f963) summarized the problems

IIüTERP8ETATION ANp ERROIìS
SEED

and MITCHELL

and

difficulties in correlating laboratory strength results with
actual field conditions. The conditions under which the testing
for this thes j-s was done are outlined in Chapter III. The
principal¡roblems involved can be summari-zed as follows:
1. Condition of Specimens. This takes j-nto account strength
variations due to different methods of sampling.
2. Testing Procedure. The problem is one of simulating laboratory
tests to field conditions.
3. Ivlethod of Stress Application. This includes rate of loading.
4. l4easurement of Porewater Pressures.
5. Strength Criteria.
Effects of the first four problems are very difficult
to assess and have been studied by a large number of investigators.
A good summary of their effects is put forth by SEEÐ and I4ITCHELL

L2

(1963), COATES and McROSTIE (1963)

and. CHAN and. RIVARD (1963).

Since this discussion is beyond the scope of this thesis it will

be dropped at this point.

of ctroosing a strength
criteria will be discussed in the following paragraphs as all
strength results are particular to the strength criteria used.
The oldest and most widely used expression for shear
strength is still the Coulomb failure criterion:
T'r= c'tvçLon*',
T'he ,oroblem

a'ç = effective shear stress on plane of failure,
vi = effective normal stress on plane of failure,
c' = effective cohesion,
f' = effective angle.of internal friction.
IIVORSLEX/ (1960) proposed a modification to take into account the
preconsolidation load. He refers to it as the Krey-Tiedeman
where,

failure criterion.
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The shear strenqth equation then may be written as:
Í+ = i,roLon+'¿ ¡ ítan ó'a
'

where,

iP =pfêconsolid.ationpressure,
ó'R = effective residual angle of internal fri-ction,
f,r = effective peak shear strengtfr at failure,
#r = effective normal stress,
#- = angle for cohesion.
For diff erent precorrsol-idation pressures, lines parallel
to BA would be obtained. Laboratory testing, however, has shown
that the failure envelope belowthe preconsolidation pressure is
not straight but curved as shown in Ì-igure 3. Strear strength
lines with double curvature are obtained. It is still common
practise to express shear strength as a function of y'a , c' , and *',
thus neglecti-ng the preconsolidation pressure. The main problem
is to define, c' , and é, in the range of stresses that will be
encountered in the field.

Other faiiure crj-teria have been proposed and experimental
work has been done on them. The main ones are the octahedral

shear stress theory and the maximum shear stress theory" Ttrese

theories have not achieved. any signiflcant use for practj-cal
problems mainly because unt,il recently there has been insufficient
test d.ata to justify their use for a variety of conditj-ons.
For ttre direct shear tests, the conditions at failure are
easj-Iy defined. l-or peak strength they are si-mply maximum shear
stress (on the failure plane), and the eorresponding normal stress.
Resid.ual shear strenqth is the final constant shear stress value

L4obtained. fhe residual normal stress is chosen as the normal
stress corresponding to the point where the stress-strain curve
first becomes horizontal.
Failure conditions in a triaxial test may be defined j-n two
vrays:

principal effeetive stress ratio - \'lvr' where,
v, = maximu.rn principal effective stress
u"' = minj-mum principal ef f ective stress.
2. Maxj-mum principal stress difference.
SIIVIONS ( 1963 ) gave evidence ttrat if the maximum principal
effectj-ve stress ratio is used as the failure criteria, tl.e same
results are obtained for both drained and undrained. triaxial tests.
For the maximum principal stress differenee eriteria, undrained
tests give results eight percent lower than drained tests. For
sensitj-ve clays this difference could be larger. Simons proposes
that the maximum principal effective stress ratj-o bê used for
both types of triaxj-al tests. In accordance with this and general
practise, the principal eff ective stress æ.tj-o will be used to
interpret laboratory results. CRA'TTIFORD (1960) offers criticism
of Simons paper but his criticisms apply mainlyto very sensitive
I.

Minimum

clays.
R$STDUAI SHEAR STRENGTH
SKEI"ÍPTON

(tgO+) proposed that the shearing resistance of

an overconsolidated, fÍssured, clay slope would attain a reduced

value over a long time interval, equivalent to the ultimate or
resj-d.ual shear strengttr. As has been shown earli-er, an. residual

15

strength is the constant shear strength that most clays exhibit
after failure and under large strains.
One of the main reasons for t?re reduction in shear strength
from the peak to rèsid.ual value is the alignment of the clay
particles in the direction of movement. It follows, that if
rounded sand or silt particles are present, this red.uction will
not be as great. This relationship was illustrated by Skempton
in the following Figure based on a number of different elays.
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Figure 4. Decrease Ln e'with increasing clay fraction
This point is of particular significanee in the case of Winnipeg
clays as they are all of a varved nature containing minute silt
layers.

In all of the case histories given by Skempton, the peak
strength obtained from the d.irect shear tests corresponded quite
well withthe strengths obtained from triaxial tests. For a varved
clay the peak strength measured on a failure plane paraltel to the

varves could be quite different from the strength measured on

a failure plane perpendicular to the varves. The residual angle
of internal friction on a failure plane along one of the minute
silt layers would be very little reduced from the peak strength
due to the high percentage of silt particles. It is anticipated
that there also could be a difference in residual strengths along
a failure plane through a silt layer and one that is basically
through the clay

the existence of a residual strength, thère still
must be some mechanism that will cause the peair shear strength
of the clay to be exceeded in an embankment or cut section.
for producj-ng
SKEMPTON (1964) proposed a number of possibilities
the red.uced strength:
I. Stress concentration along fissures and cracks which cause
Iocal overstress and a progressive decrease in average strength.
2. Seasonal fluctuations in moisture content and temperature.
3. Shear creep which reduces the shearing resistance over the
Assuming

long term.
4. Tectonic movements.
Tectonic movements associated with construction or earthquake vibratiÒns seldom appty to slope stability problems in the
Winnipeg area. Seasonal ctrang:es affecL soil strengtl: parameters
to a relatively shallow depth of approximately ten feet as revealed
hy tests performed at test plots at the University of Manitoba.
Skempton attributes the strength reduction in London clays to the
presence of fissures which act as stress concentrators. Very little

L7

is kncwn about the effects of creep on long term strength. ft is
known that for some clays, creep strength is significantly less
than peak strength. As an example, CASAGRANDE and '¡IILSON (I95I)
reported that the creep strength of Bear Paw Shale l.¡as 80 percent
of the peai< strength.
Skempton's mattrematj-ca1 treatment of residual strength as

applied to slope stability

is as follows:
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Figure 5. Definition of residual factor

strength is representeC by the expression T|= "'+- I'Lon$'.
Residual strength is represented by the expression z* = c'* i- v-'ton {i
which can be reduced to Í'^= ç-'Lonó'a since cohesion is almost
totally destroyed with the mobilization of residual strength.
For the purposes of analysis, Sltempton introduced. a resì dual factor
rrRrr defined as:
Pealç

l8

r^rhere,

'C'+ = peak shear strengith,
T = average shear Strength,

.

-tR = resid.ual shear strength.
For a failed slope v¡here tTre safety factor is one, R
will equal zero if no reduction in strength has occurred and
all the clay along the slip surface is at peak strength. I-f
the average strength Ïras reached the residual value, R will
equal one. Skempton claims that in physical terms, R J-s the
proportion of the total stip surface in the clay along which its
strength has fallen to the residual value. Tl:ere is also the
.

I

possibility that since R j-s based on average Fhear strength
along the slip surface, ttrat all the clay along the slip surface
is at some reduced value between the peak and resid.ual strengthsT'fris would be the case if reduced strength was due to creep
rather than overstress due to cracks and fissures.
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CHAPTER

ITÏ

LABORATORY TNVESTIGATIONS OF SHEAR STRENGTH

As mentioned in Chapter T, the soil stratum of major interest

in dealing with slope stability problems in the Winnipeg area is
the highly plastic lacustrine clay. The laboratory testing
described in ùne foltorving sections was conducted entire.ly on
samples taken from this lacustrine clay stratum. It was not
possible to obtain samples dj-rectly from the site of the Floodway Test Pit, with the result that representative samples from

other sites in the Greater frlinnipeg area had to be used. This
will obviously j-ntroduce some error into the analysis of the
Test Pit slopes, but the uniformity of the clays in the area is
such that the error should not be- IargeTtre bulk of the testing was performed on samples obtained
from various depths at a site near the University of Manitoba
which is approximately ten miles from ttre test slope. One set
of d.irect shear tests was performed on chunk samples obtained
from a depth of thirty-two feet at a site in Transcona approx imately'four miles fromthe tesL slope. Included in the sumrnary
of triaxial tests are results obtained by a fellow graduate
student Prasop Krasaesindhu. These samples \^/ere also obtained
from locatj-ons near the university.
A small number of classification tests were performed on
the samples from the University location. The averagie results of
these tests are listed in Tabl-e I"
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TABLB I
RESÏILTS OF LABORATORY CLASSTFTCATTON TESTS

CIav
106.5
30" 7
75.A
83
2.68

Brown

Liquid Limit
Plasti-c Limit
Plastic Index
Clay Content (%)
Specific Gravity

Grev CIav
94"6
29.5

75.L
76

2"7O

A surlìrnary of the classification properties of
the three clay rayers \^/as prepared by Baracos' in 1961 and was
later verified by the numerous tests eondueted on the Red Rj-ver
Floodway. Baracosr results are tabulated in Ta]¡l-e 2" A more
exhaustj-ve description of soil properties and. profile is

contained in papers by
MaCDONALD

(1937).

BÀIìACOS

(1961),

P.IDDELL

(tgSO), and

TABLE

2

PROPERTTES OF GREATER WTNNIPEG GLAC]AL LAKE CLAYS

AFTER BARACOS _ T969
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CONS

OI.,IDATTO;{ TESTS

consolidation tests vrere performed on the University
samples usi-ng a 2.5 inctr diameter fixed ring consolidometer.
Tests Were performed usÍng the no swell procedure. Permeabilities were calculated for the 2500 p.s.f. Ioad increment
at fifty percent consolidation. The following results \^Iere
Two

obtained.
TABLE

3

RESULTS OF CONSOLIDATTON TBSTS

Compressive SweIIing Preconsolj-dation

Pressure
Index
Depth
(rl.l
(sq. Ftlron (P.s.F.)
800
0.38
22
700
0. B0
15
TBIA}gAL

Pressure

(P-is.r.)
5600
4200

PermeabilitY
(cm. /sec. )

1.3 x
0.8 x

10-B
1O-B

TESTS.

Six consoTÍdation drained triaxial tests were performed
with a loading frame as shown in Figure 6. The samples \^Iere
brought to failure by increasing the axial load while mainLaining a constant cell pressure. Additional load inerements were
not applied until there was no further volume change under the
previous toad increment. Filter strips \^¡ere placed arouncl the
samples to facilitate drainage. The fai,lure conditions were determined by the mj-nimum effective principal stress ratio (V,'/Ur') . No
or piston friction corrections vrere applied. Hot¡rever,
a trial calculatÍon using a piston friction correction was made
and it was found that the effect on the final result 'ltlas very snall.

memlcrane
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Figure 6. Triaxial Test Apparatus
The results of the tests are plotted on Figure 7 in the

Ç) versus (q'- eí) . Included are the results
of simj-Iar consolidated drained triaxial tests obtained by
KRASAES]NDHU (1965). His samples \ìrere tested under identj-cal
form of

(V'

-n

cond.itions with tÏre exception of some samples where tre varied.

both principal stresses while keeping the octahedral normal stress
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constant. His remaining samples were brought to failure in the
conventional manner of increasing the major prJ-ncipal stress
only.

line (upper line on Figure 7) \4ras drawn through
the points and tl.e angle of inclination, B, and ttre intercept,
Cs, were converted to ttre paramenters, Ó' , and. c' , using the
followi.ng conversions :
cs
c' =
sin Øt = tan B,
A best fit

2 Cos øll

effective angle of internal frj-ction,
cl
effective cohesion.
This resulted. in an effectÍve angle of internal friction of
thirteen degrees and an effective cohesion value of 5.O p.s.i.
SKEN{PTON (L964) proposed a met}rod for determining residual
strength from a consolidated drained triaxial test. He proposed
that if the failure plane was precut with a fine wire saw, then
all cohesion along tl-e plane would be destroyed. and the strength
measured wouldhe the residual shear strength. The failure plane
is precut at an angle of (45" + ø:'e/2) degrees to ttre major
principal axis with, Ø'^ , being the residual angle of internal
frietion.
Two sets of consolidated d.rained triaxial tests r¿¡ere
conducted using the same proeedures as prevJ-ously described with
failure planes cut at fiËty-two and fifty-four degirees with the
minor principal axis. The resulÈs of these tests are also plotted
on Figure 7 (lower line) andreveal a markedly reduced cohesion
value with an effective angle of internal friction of thirteen
where,

glr
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degrees. Varying tre angle of the precut failure plane from
fifty-two to fifty-four degrees Ïrad very llttle effect on
resuLts.
DIRECT SHEAR TESTS

Dj-nect shear tests

r,^¡ere

performed using a constant strain

machine developed by Dr. Bishop of Imperi-al College in England.
The rnachine is j-Ilustrated inttre accompanying photographs,

Pigures B and 9. The dimensions of the specimens v¡ere 6.0

cm.

by 6.0 cm. by 2.0 cm. thick.

Special four inch diameter She1by
spoon samples were recovered in order to provide a large enough
sample from which the specj-mens could be cut.
A constant rate of strain of 0"000096 in. per min. was
chosen f or all tests. The vaÏre was arrived at af ter computirlg

the time to failure for a consolidated drained test as shov¡n
by GIBSON and. KEM<EL (1954). The actual rate of strain of
0.000096 in. per min. is in fact somewhat slower than the cal-

This l^ras done because of an absence of any previous
experi-mental evidence to corroborate the computed rate and. the
fact that a completely Arained result was desired. Consolidatjon
readings were taken after the application of the vertical loadA tj-me versus consolidation curve was then plot'ted to determine
when one hundred. percent consolidation had been obtained. No
Ïrorizontal loads were applied until one hundred percent consolidation had. been obtained.
culated rate.
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28reversal technique was possible with this machine.
There was, Ï¡oweverr provision made to insert a spacer block in
the shear box at the mid-point of the test. The sample had to
be unload.ed. in ord.er to insert the spacer block. The sampres
were then reloaded and carrj-ed to a total strain of up to
twenty-fj-ve percent. This unloading and reloading did not seem
to seriously affect results. All samples were carried to residual
strength j-f possible.
No shear

set of tests was performed with the failure planes
pararler to the stratification of the soil and one set rras
performed with the failure pranes perpendicurar to the varves.
This enabred the determinatíon of four sets of shear strength
parameters as both peak and'residual strengths \,,¡ere def ined
for each case. The streÊs-strain curves for both cases are plotted
on Figures lO and 11.
It is difficult to evaluate the corrections to be applied
to the area of shear. The walls of the shear box are appoximately
O.5 in. thicl<. As the test progiressed, the soil along the
completely sheared off portions of the fairure ptane passed
over the thick metal edge of the shear box. rt r^¡as d.ifficult
to terl if the soil and the metar vÍere in contact and if so to
estimate what percentage of shear strength was being developed
between the two surfaees. To further investigate the effects
of applying an area correction, the results of the tests cond.ucted
parallel to the natural soil stratificati-on were computed using
both a full area correctj-on and no area correction. The remaining
One
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results were computed usi-ng full area corection only.
The results of each set of tests are plotted on Figures
L2, 13, and. 14. They are further surrrnarized in Table 4.
TABLE

4

SUMMARY OF DTRECT SHEAR RESULTS

Descripti.on of Test

Area

glr

Correction Degrees

et
P. S. T.

Peak strength - // varves

Fu11

I5

2

Peak strength - // varves

None

15. 5

2

Residual strength - // varves
Residual strength - // varves

FulI

13

0

None

L2.7

0

FuIl

l3

^

I

I3

o

Peak strengtTr - Ivarves
Residual strength - l- varves

-B'uI

DISCUSSTON OF RESULTS

As can be seen from Table 4 the effect of applying full

area correctÍon or no area correction to direct shear test results
Both strear
has a minimal effect on the shear strength paramete

stress and normal stress are inversely proportional to the area"
Thus any change in area will affect both stresses proportionately"
A comparison of Figures 13 and 14 reveals that the results of
individual tests plot in different locations, but the failure
envelopes are approximately the

saJne.

Peak sÏ¡ear strength parameters obtaj-ned from direct shear

tests with the failure plane parallel to the varves

tn¡eræØ'=15e
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ãrld c' = 2'o p.s-i-,

while corresponding values for the failure
plane perpendicular to the varves are B, I3.0 deg:rees and
=
cr -' 4-o p-s-i. The difference in cohesion varues can be
explained by the fact that in the first instance the sampres
failed along one of the minute silt layers where the increased
silt content rowered the cohesion from 4.0 p.s.i. to 2.0 p.s.i.
Arso, the added sir-t eontent along the fairure prane might
possibly tend to increase the /'value fron¡ 13.0 to r5.o degrees.
The residual angle of internal friction, hohrever, v¡as measured
as 13-o degrees. rn order to assess the effect that this
increase wourd have on stabi-lity anarysis an assumed set of
parameters (ø'= r3-o degrees and. c'
= 2.0 p"s.i.) were arso
used in the stability analysis in Chapter V.
Theoreticalry, the peak shear strength along a fairure
piane at some angle to the natural stratifj-catj-on of tl.e soil
(or basically through the clay portion of the etratum) shourd
be the same regardÌess of the method of the test. Direct shear
tests produced parameters of þt - l3"O degrees and c'
- 4.0 p.s.i.
while triaxial tests produced values of þr _ t3.O degrees, and
c' = 5'0 p.s-i- These results compare favourabllr r^rith triaxj-a1
results reported by II{ATyAS (tg1l) (Ø, = L6.7ê and c, 4.3 p.s.i.
=
),
but are in strarp disagreement with results publixhed by cRAI^iFoRD
(1964) (ø'= 9.0c and c'= g.3 p.s.j-.). The slorver
rate of
loading used by crawford for his triaxial tests is believed to
be the reason for this d.iscrepancy. The varues published by
crawford will also be used in the stability

analyses in chapter v.

-36Ît¡e residual shear strength parameters as shown on
Fi.gures L2, t3 and 14 r,rrere ør = 13.0@ and c' = O p.s-i.
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CHAPTER IV
ANAIYSTS OF THE FLOOD i1I}.Y TIIST PTT

,

,

USING DTFFERETI{T METHODS OF ANALYSIS

in order to assess the various methods of stability analysis
avaj-lable at the present time, the Red River Floodway test slope
v¡ill. be analyzed. using ttre various method.s of analysis and keeping
all other variables constant. Since numerous papers have been
published d.escribing and evaluating aIl methods in use at the
Present time, rlo rigorous development r^¡ill be presented" Bach
method v¡ill be analyzed as follows:
1. Discussion and evaluation of theoretical basis"
2. Computation of.safety factors for the test slope.
3. Discussion and evaluation of results.
RED RIVER FLOOD;VÀY TEST PIT

r

:

The lted River Floodway Test Pit was constructed in the

fall of 1961 to provide information for the design of side slopes
for tre Red River Floodway. The Floodway was designed to earrlr
the flood waters of the Red River around the City of Irlinnipeg
and prevent the serious spring flooding which had always plagued
the city. A detailed. description of the test pj-t, field
inst,allations, laboratory investigations and. slope stability
analyses performed. at that time are contained in an unpublished
report prepared by the Canada Department of Agriculture (p.f.R.A.
branch) j-n L962" Figure 15 contains a plan vj,ew and crosssection of the entire excavation.
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FlGUftE15: PLAN AND CROSS-SECT|ON OF THE TEST pìT
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The original failure occurred on the North slope on
October 8, L962. This slope had been excavated at an angle

of approximately 45 degirees and was 34 feet higtr prior to
failure. Figure 16 shorvs cross sections and plan viev¡s of
the slope both before and. after failure" Slide plane
detectors in the area indicated that the failure plane was
at a depth of 48 feet and d.efinitely not through the glaci-al
till.
Other evidence contained in the report proved that
the possibility of a failure arc through the glacial till could
be neglected. Average clepth to bedrock j-n the area r,¡as 58 feet.
A line of Casagirancle piezometers in the area ran directly
through the slide area. The water levels from these piezometers
v,¡ere used to predict pore pressures at the time of failure"
The P.F.R"A. analyzed. two different cross-sectj-onsr onê orl
centerline and one 75 feet r¡'Iest of centerline. Since the
line 75 feet 'rüest of centerline runs through the actual sl-ide
area, it rvill be used for a1l analyses in this paper"
There rqas some difficulty in choosing pi-ezometer
read.ings to represent poreltressures at the time of failure"
This was due to the fact that. there r¡rere significant changes
in r.¡ater levels right up to the time of failure" Originalty
v¡ater levels were 6.0 to 7.0 feet belor'¡ qround surface" For the
first 2O feet of excavation the water levels dropped an amount
equal to the depth of soil excavated. On October 2, L962
when the depth of excavation was slightly less t?ran that on
October 8, aII piezometers'showed a rise in r^¡ater level,.
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levels tiren proceeded to drop once more until failure
occurred. The authors of the P.F.R.A. report belÍeve that
failure actually occurred October 2, but that slight movements
caused the water pressure to be relieved and compl ete failure
did not occur till later. Initial signs of movement were first
noted at üris earlier date. For this reason the water levels
of October 2, along with the depth of excavation at that time
were used for a1l analyses.
The geometrics of tire slope that rvill be used for all
s'tability analysj-s is illustrated on Figure L7.
SAFETY FACTOR

Factor of safety as it applies to slope stability can be
defined. in the following manner" That factor of safety by
whictr the strength parameters may be reduced to bring the soil
mass into ¿ state of limiting equilibrium along a gi-ven slip

surface". T}-e main limitation of this definition is that it
does not account for the stress path taken to failure i.eSafety factor for total stresses does not equal the safety factor
for effective stresses.
ff the shear strength of a cohesive soil is represented
by T'=c'+v'Lanó', then the portion of shear strength mobilized
along any slip surface will be:
'Y'= L'+ v-tond
FF

where,

'v'
F
c'

= shear strength moloilized,
= factor of safety
= effective cohesion
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= effecti-ve angle of j-nternal friction
= effective normal s'Lress

PORE PRESSURES

Bishqp and Bjerrum (1960) state that aIl problems

'

involving pore pressure prediction can be divided. into

tr¿¡o

classes:

(a) Problems where pore pressure is an independent variable
and is controlled by either ground r+ater leve1 or b1z flow
pattern of impounded. or underground. water.
(b) Problems in which tl-e magnitude of the pore pressure d.epends
on the magnftude of the stresses tending to lead to
instability, âs in rapid construction or excavation in soils
of lov,r permeability.
Due to instrumentation at the test site, the actual
pore pressures at or very near the j-nstant of fairure. were
recorded.. Therefore the piezometric surface is defined
eU-minating the necessity of predicting pore pressures. As tras
been mentioned previousry, t'r,'Ío different sets of piezometer
read.ings were investigated by the P.F"R.A. For this analysis,
the readings of October 2 r¡¡ere used throughout.
SHEAR STRENGTH PARAT,ÍETERS

Tlre shear strengttr parameters use<å are averâgê, Ø' ,

and.,

c' , values obtained f rom consolida'ted undr-ined. trj-axiaI tests
performed by the P"F.R.A" and other investigators" At the time

44these analysis were performed the 1aboratorlr testing program
had not been completed. T'i:e parameters used hrere c' = 5.o p.s.i"
anð. þ' - 16 degrees.

tests $¡ere performed to determine the unconfined
compressive strength. rn the course of their laboratory
investigatj.ons the P.F.R.A. tested a la::ge number of sampres
from the test site itserf and investigated resurts from a
nwnber of other projects" Arl strengths compired are in
close agreement and are aecepted as being vatid" The actual
values will be listed r^¡ith their corresponding safetlr factors
in the next section on total stress analvsi-s"
No

TOTAL STRBSS I.IETHOD OF A'LVALYS]S

fhe total stress (Ø = 0) method applies to homogeneous,
isotrpic, saturated clays" If saturated clays are tested uncler
conditions of no water conLent chanqe they wilr ex,hibit a
ø = 0 characteristic at failure. The metrrod as a,r:pried to
slope stability has been used since the early lgoo's and is
v¡ell documented by SI(EMPTON (1948). The e:rpression for the
factor of safety using the slip circle analysis j_s:
ç' -

c. 'Q-*
I h/s,r.-

Note: AII terms are defined in FJ_gure IB.
Tables for the solution of t}ris simpl e rerationshlp
have been pubJ-ishecl by a' number of different investigators
including Terzaghi, Taylor and. .fanbu. May publj-shed a
¡
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resu.ltants of the total horizontal forces on the
sections n ancl n + I respectively
the vertical shear forces

total weight of the slj-ce of soil
total normal force acting on its base
height of element
shear force actincr on its base
v¡id.th of element
Iength of arc BC
length of arc AD
angle between BC and Ïrorizontal
horizontal distance from slice to centre of rotation
cohesion value determined from unconfined compressive
strength test
- componant of pore pressure normal to failure surface

Figure IB: Symbols Used In Slope StabiliLy Analyses

1'
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For their analysis, the p.F.R.A. used
,.fanbu's ta"bres and t'Iay's graptricar method of sol-ution. l3'¡o

graphical solution"

different unconfined compressive strengths were used:
(i) strength measured from a test hote in the actual stide area.
(ii), an average strength from samples throughout the generar
area. The results were:
TABLE

5

SAFETY FACTORS BY TOTAL STR.ESS ANAT,YSTS

s Method
Janbu' s lvletlrod

I4ayf

S"F" (Ì"leasured c)
L.79
I. 84

S.F" (Average c)
1. 39

I " 44

of analysis gives essentialll' ¡¡. same r-esi_rl_t.
The P.F.R"A. arso investicrated the effect ol-' assnming a ten
foot deep tension cracl<. Safety factors l.rere only slightl-y
Ior,'¡er for this more severe condition. The unconÍined eompressive
strength measured from samples obtained in the actual slide area
was much higher than the average for *,he surround.ing cìistrict.
Ïn any case, the total stress analysis substantially overestimated
the factor of safety.
Bach method

T\¡vo

months elapsed from the beginning of construction until

failure occurred. The coefficient oi= permeability calculated from
the consolidation tests v¡as in the order oi IO-B cm/sec or appro:{imately L/B inch per month. Because of this relatively impervious
structure it fs unrJ.Ì,,e,1.y kl.r,ert any rij.gnffJ.can,i: ïnÐl.Fj:ure content
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changes rtrould t¡ave occurred due

to the stress change prJ-or to

failure.
FRTCTION CIRCI,E I{ETHOD

The frj-ction circle method is a convenient approach

for bottr graphical and mathematical solutinns. T'he graphical
solution is presented in detail by TAYLOR (fg¿g). The analysis
performed was actually the modified friction circle approach.
Ttre radius of the friction circle was taken as KR sin Øo
The K values \^rere obtained from Figure 16.f6 in TAYLOR (1948).
There j-s a posslble source of error in this calculatj-on as
Figure 16.16 had to be extrapolated to meet ttre requj-rements of
this problem. The factor of safety defined r,vas the factor of
safety with regard to strength.
The f actor of saf ety obtained. by this analysis v,ras 1" 95
as shown on Figure 19. BISHOP and BJERRUM (1960) give evidence
that the results obtained by this method should be in close
agreement i,.¡ith results from Bishoprs Method of Slices.
sJvEprsH F,IETHOD OF SLïCES

Ttris method proposed by Fellenius around the turn of

the century is based on tÏ¡e following assumptions:
(1) Safety factor is constant along the faj-Iure surface
(2) The shear strength mobilized is defined as:
+L -- .' , -v'Loní'
EF

(3) The resultant of the forces onthe sides of the slices
has no component in the direction normal to the failure arc.
The standard solution fs expressed as:

z.t5

2.lo
2.o5
2.Oo

r95

IC

SURFACE

BE DROCK

FIGURE

19: STABILITY

ANALY

SIS BY FRICTION CIRCLE

METHOD (Ø= 16"

,

C'=S.OP.S.l.

)
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R.lc'l- + Rl (P-u)tdn é'

Note: Symbols deiined on Figure: lB.
fhis sorution satisfies two conditj-ons of equilibrium namely:
summation of moments about the centre and summation of forces
normal to the failure arc. The result obtained from a partial
graphicar and mathematical solution rvas a safetv factor of
1.75 as shown on Figure 20.
BISHOP ' S METËIOD OF SLICES

This method. introd.uced by BISHOP (f954) is similar to the
Swedish Method of Slices but takes full account of boLh horizontal
and. vertical forces between slices. The factor of safetv ,,Frl
j-s given by:
F = -=oþ,,.*.

) f lc'b

+

tanø'trvrr-r-l + (x^- X^*'1

.

I + ton +'- tan<¿
t-

Note: AII symbols defined on Figure 18.
l4athematical and grapl-ical solutions are extremely laborious but
the solution can be programrned. for the computer. For the case
in question, a computerized solution yielded a safety factor of
1.94 as shown on Figure 2I.
DÏSCUSSION OF RESULTS

lable 6 summarizes tÌre results of ttre various methods of
analyses. In'order to compare the Loeations of the centres of the
faÍlure circres a set of eo-ordinates has been set up with the
origi.n at the crest of the slope with x values increasing positively
to the left and y values increasing positively upwards:

ls.r.=1.75

|

UMED BEDROCK SURFACE

FOR COMÊUTER PROGAMMING

BE DROCK

FIGURE

20: STABILITY

ANALYSIS

BY SWEDISH.METHOD OF SLICES (ø'=160, C.= 5.O P'S.I.)

SSUMED BEDROCK SURFACE

FOR COMPUTER PROGAMMING

BEDROCK

FIGURE

2I ; STAB]LITY ANALYSIS BY BISHOP.S

METHOD oF sLIOES (Ø, = 16o, C, = 5.o P.S.I.)
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TABLE

6

SAFETY FACTORS USING TYPICAL TRTAXIAL TEST RESULTS

Total

Stress

c
Methodof
analvsis
rr.s.f.
May (Graþhical) IO37
Janbu (Tab1es) fOgT

ø
decrrees
O
O

y
x
(,Ft) (Ft) S.F.

of
analvsis

git
degrees

x
(Ft)

(Ft)

S. F.

Mettrod

Effective
Stress

c,'
f.

p. s.

L.1g
1"84

y

Swedish Slices
(Graph & Math)

72O

16

25

-4

I"75

Friction Circl-è
(Grahpicat)

72O

16

28

-5

1.95

Blshop's SIices
(Computer)

IZO

t6

3I

+I0

L.94

The follouring conclusions can be dral^¡n from Table 6"

1. AIl methods of analysis substantially overesti-mate the
factor of safety.
2. As was first proven by BISHOP and BJBRRUM (1960), the factor
of safety determined by Bishop's lvlethod. of Slices agrees
within I.0 per'cent with the value obtained by the fricti-on
circle method of analysis
3. The Swedish Method of Sli-ces produces a lor,¡er factor of
safety t-han either of the other effective stress analyses,
implying that it is a more conservative method of design
than the other two.
Conclusions Number 2 and 3, \^rere to be expected f rom the

f::i .t'::'

.'

. -' . -".r- :t:.. '
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work of other investigators, BISHOP and BJERRUM (1960),

(1954). of major importanee, however, is the fact that
using typical shear strength parameters obtained from standard
Iaboratory triaxial tests, all methods of analysis substantially
overestj-mated the factor of safety. The investigation also
revealed that¿ ês would be expected, the fastest and most
accurate method of performing an effective stress analysj-s is to
use computer progranming. If a computer solutj-on is to be
used it can be applied to a more rigorous and correct solution
(Bishop's Method of Slices) with very little additional time
BISHOP

and cost.
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CITÃPTER V
ATtrALYSTS OF FÏJOODIVAY TEST

PTT USTNG DTFFERENT

SETS OF SHEAR STRENGTH

PARAMETERS

The test slope was analyzed using six different sets of

shear strength parameLers lvhich are listed as fôðùows:
1. Residual shear strength parameters as determined by direct
. shear tests - þt = 13.O*, cr = O p.s.i.

2. Peak shear strength parameters as determined by direct
shear tests rvit]. the fa.ilure plane parallel to the varves
gJr = 15.0t,
c,= 2.0 p.s.i.
3. Peak shear strangth paramffir€ obtained. by combining resuits
of various dj-rect shear tests both perpendicular and paral-lel
to the varves - øt = 13. O'u,
c t = 2. 0 p. s. i.
4. Peak stlear gtrength parameters as determined by direct shear
tests with the failure plane perpendicular to the varves
cr = 4.0 p.s.i.
þt = I3.o*,
5. Peak shear strength as determined byconsolidat.ed drained
triaxial tests - gJt = 13.04, c, = 5.0 p.s.i.
6. Peak shear strength parameters as determined by triaxiar
tests performed by Crawford of the lÏational Research Councj-1
gJt = 9* t
ct = 8.3 p.s.i.
The method of analysis used was the computerized. solution
of Bishop's Method of slj-ces. For cases Number 2 and 3 a rarge
number of circles were analyzed rvhictr provided enough information
to completly plot a number of safety factor eontours. rn the
other four cases, onry enough c j-rcles \^rere analyzed. to rocate
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tÏ¡e worst fairure arc. This search procedure was simplified by
the ftct that ttre position of the. centre of the worst failure
circle was onry srightry affected by a change in shear strength
parameters. The safety factors obtained are tisted in ttre
following tabtre:
TABLE

7

SAFETY FACTORS FOR VARTOUS SHEAR STRENGTH PARAI{ETERS

ear Strength Parameters
(Ðeqrees )
(p-. s. i. )

Type of
Test

Definition of

Shear Strenqth

Safety
Factor

13

Direct

Ehear

Resid.ual

o.64

I5

Direct

Shear

Peak (// to Varve)

L.20

13
13
13
9

2
4
5
8.3

Empirj-cal*

1. 09

Direct Shear peak (I to Varve)
Triaxi.al
Peak
Triaxial
Peak

1.60
1. 91

2.36

*For$rureted by combj-ni ng ør varue obtained from shear tests

perpendicular to the varves and c' from shear tests parallel to
the varves.
The factor of safety obtained using residual shear
strength parameters i',ras O.64, thus substantially under-estimating

the factor of safety. The r,,¡orst failure circle is shown on
Figure: 22. DependÍng on the definition of peak shear strength the
following values were obtained fon Skemptonts residual factor rrR,l

SSUMED BEDROCK SURFACE

FOR COMPUTER PROGAVMING

BE DROCK

FIGURE

22:

STABILITY ANALYSTS BY BISHóP'S METHOD OF SLICES (Ø'=13o, C'=OP.S.l.)
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TABLE

B

RESIDUAL FACTORS

Definitj-on of Peak Strear Strenqth
Direct Shear // varves
Theoretical Direct Shear // varves
Dj-rect Shearl Varves
Triaxial Test (after MUTR)

R

0.36
O"23

0.62

O.7I

rn skempton's terminology, these faetors represent the
portion of the failure arc along whiih the clay has been reduced
to its residual- strength. The residuar factor for this test
srope wourd be expected. to be very row. The srope was a cut
section which faj-red during excavation and approximately two
months after excavation began. Chapter TII lists four mechanisms
that tend to reduce peak strengttr to residual strength in a clay
slope. Assuming any or all of these mechanisms r¡ìrere present,
the time interval of approximately two months appears too short to
?tave permited any substantial- reduc tion in shear strength. Skempton
reports that for cut secti-ons in weathered. Lond.on clay a period
of 20 to 30 years is required to d.evelop a residual factor of 0.5.
2 and 3
using the laboratory defined var-ues of peak strength
parallel to ttre varves, a factor of safety of I.2O was obtained.
As mentioned in Chapter III, there is some questj-on las to whether
t}re Ø' value of 15 degrees actually should. have been 13 d.egrees
CASBS

58as v¡as obtained. from all other strength determinations. using
glt = 13 degrees and. cr = 2 p.s.i. a reduced factor of safety

of 1.09 was obtained.. The "safety factor contours,, for these two
cases are plotted. on Figures z 23 and 24
Taking into account a1t assumptions there were made in the
analysis, botl- methods closely approxj-mate the desired factor
of safety of one, some verifj-cation of this result is give in
Fundamentals of SoiI Mechanj-cs by TAyLOR (f948) as follows:
"an approxj-mate method that rnay be used in stratified soj-ls
consists, first, of laboratory tests to obtain the shearing
strength on planes parallel to the strata,. tl.en the stratification
is ignored, the shearing strengths that have been obtained are
assumed. to be valid for all surfaees through the embankment, the
assumptj-on of circular faj-Iure arcs is used, and the analysis
is carried through according to the usual procedures,,. Taylor
contends that the shearing strength assumed is the eorrect one
for over 50 percent of the failure arc and that the portions of
the faiture arc that do not follow the stratification are the
shallower parts where pressures and shear strengths are relatively
1ow.

Basedonbottrthetheoretica1andstatistica1evidence
it appears that these shear strength parameters can be used to
predict safety factors for these conditions. As explained by
Tay1o5, however, ttre method is at best an approximate one and
cannot be relied upon for extremely accurate Bredictions of
safety factors

. tf.
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BE DROCK

FIGURE

23: STABILITY ANALYSTS BY BTSHOP'S METHOD OF SLTCES (O'= t5o, C'=2.O p.S.t.)

8E OROCK

FIGURE

24: STABILÍTY ANALYSIS BY BISHOP'S METHOD OF SLICES (ø.=

I3O

,Q,=

2.OP.S.I.)

_6I
5. end. 6
Ttre three sets of shear strength parameters listed in
the bottom of Table 7 aII are defined as peak shear strength
along a failure plane at some angle to the natural stratifj-cation
of the soil. The discrepancy between the three sets of parameters
In any event all three
has been discussed j-n Ctrapter III.
substantially over-estimate ttre factor of safety as values
t.rrge from I.60 to 2.36. The worst failure circle for the
CASES_:1,,

:

I
.
i
I
:

I
j
I

]
r
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and 27.
three cases are plotted on Figures z 25,
t" light of the preceeding discussion of cases 2 and 3,
and previous investigations in the lVinnipeg area, these results
were to be expected. The results conclusively prove that an
anatysis using peak- shear strengttrs determined on a failure
na"ne at some angle to ttre natural stratification of the soj-l
witl substantially overestimate the factor of safety.

FIGURE

25

STABILITY ANALYSIS BY BISHOP'S METHOD OF SLICES (Ø'= l3o , C'= 4.O P.S.l.)

BE DROCK

FIGURE26'. STABILITY ANALYSIS BY BISHOP'S METHODÕF SLICES

(Ø'=13o, C'= 5.OPS.l.)

SUMED BEDROCK SURFACE

FOR COIüPUTER PROGAMMING

BEDROCK

&
FTGURE 27: STABtLtTy ANALYS|S BY BISHOP'S METHOD OF SLICES

(ø'= 9ô, C'=9.3P.S.1.)
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CFIAPTER VT
CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS
çeNCLUSJ.ONS

1. using shear parameters determined by standard triaxj-al
testing procedures, all total and effective methods of
stability analysis substantially overestimated the factor
of safety.
2. The residual angle of internal friction for the clays
tested was basically the same as the angle of internal
friction for peak sirength. As expected the effective
cohesion was zero for residual strength.
3, Peak shear strength along a faj_Iure plane parallel to
the natural soil stratifj-cation was significantly less
than peak shear strength along a failure plane at some
angle to the varves.
4. Stability analyses of new cut sections using resid.ual
shear strength parameters were found to substantially
underestj-mate the factor of safety. A period of many
years would be required for the shear strength of thè
clay in a cut sectj-on to be substantially red.uced and
approach residual strength. Residual shear strength
parameters are likely in affect along the failure arc of
any previ-ous1y failed slope. This is likely the ease for the
maj ority of the rj-ver banks in the ivinnipeg area as most of
these banks have und.ergone fairures at some time in their
past history
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5. For the cut section anal-yzed, ârr approximately correet
safety factor was obtained by using Bishop's effective
sLress method of analysis and shear strength parameters
determined by a direct shear test with the failure
plane parallel to the soil stratification.
The method
of analysis assumed a circular failure arc tangent to
. the underlying'glacÍaI clay tit1.
RECO¡44ENDA.TIO_NS FOR FUR.THER

INVESTIGATION

1. Further constant rate of strain direct shear tests of the
Winnipeg clays are necessary. The tests are rather time
consuming requiring approximately five days for eactr of
the 25 tests performed for this thesis. Tests should be
performed with the failure plane both perpendicular and
parallel to the varves
2. Studies should be made of existing case histories and any
fuþl¡re case histories to determine the exact shape and
location of the failure arc. ft would. be especially
valuable to know if the failure arc is tancrent to the
underlyi-ng glacial clay till.
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